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Abstract. The main approach~ to improve the co~puterpetforma.Dce· by 
, enhancing the operating speed of tr,a.nsistors, used in mOdem' comp.ter tech-, 
nology, are reviewed. The qualitative enhance of the transistor operating speed: 
could be realized by using semiconductor materials with the higher than in silicon 
electron mobility (such as GM', I_GIIA.) and by decreasing the size of transis
tors until nanometric dimensions. That opens the way to design computers with 
the operating speed larger than 10 billion operations per second:' 
• Key words: computer technology, integrated circnits, logic gates, semi-
conductor devices and materials, high-speed transistors. 

1. Introduction. ' High-speed semiconductor transistors are 
one of the basic elements of modern computer technology. They are 
used in many specific combina~ions in all main computer compo
nents and their parameters determine the computer performance. 
Progress in microelectronic ~emiconductor technology is the 'back
ground'to develop computer technology. 

This paper is a review of the present-day physica.l and techno
logical approa.ches to improve the parameters of transistors which 
determine the computer performance. The main parameters of 
transistors used in computers are: the operating speed, the power 
consumption for unit logic switch, the size or scale of integration 
of transistors in integrated circuits (IC). I 

The transistor operating speed is characterized by the thresh
old frequency for unity curren~ gain h. by the maximum frequency 
of oscilI~tion (unity power gain) 1mB¥. and by the switching delay 
time "D. 
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The power consumption PD for switching from one logic state 
to another is co~necte"dwith the scaleo,f integration of individual 
transistors. The power consumption in IC is equal to Wrc = PDN, 
where N is the number of simultaneously working transistors. The 
weaker PD the greater isa110wahle degree of scale of integration in 
IC. The joint parameter which determines the quality of a transistor 
in IC is the power-delay product PDTD, i.e., a switching energy. , 

The minimal size of a transistor could he characterized by the 
length AGof minimal ,electrode (gate or emitter). The smaller size 
o(acfi~er~t'e 'transistor means the shorter distance between them 
i~:icl~:~'~ ~t_h~ sh~rt~t d~lay time for the transmission of the logic 
sig~.frb~oneeleme~t to another. In' the co~temporaneous lCs 
thattirde is less than 2 ps. 
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Fi~,~ 1. Reduction of the dimension AG and switching energy 
, per ga.te PnrD in FETs. 

Due to the -Progr~ss in ?nicroelectronic technology the size and 
the power consumption of the transistors, used in computer'ICs, 
rapidly decrease every yea.r (Fig. 1). That gives the possibility to 
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'create the complete computer on a single, monolithic semiconductor 
crystal (e.g., transducer). Transducers a:te the basis of the progres
sive way in computer technology: computers' with parallel' com- . 
putation. In this paper we shall see that advalicEls in creatiqn' of 
semiconductor devices based on t~e high-speed'tr&nsl&t4rs oJ>e~ the 
qualitatively new prospects in developmEmt·OfcOmputer~t&hno(ogy. 

In' the paper we shall describe, firstly, th~ progress in de.sign 
and technology. of-usual !>ipolar(BT) and field-effect (FET) tran
sistors~ and then: we' shall analyze the new, approaches in transis
tor physics and technology:" hot electron and resonant tunneling 
transistors. In conclusion)he trlaximum achieved operating sp~ed 
parameters for different types of transistors afifstffil'mAfizett.";· 

2. Bipolar transistors. Schematic diagram of a bipolar tran
sistor (BT) is presented in Fig. 2. The current and power gain of 
a BT is determined by .. an efficienc~$.,~inority...a.rr~~."t.ransport 

, froJ;n the emittEiFtoth~ collector: Th-e'1fficrencjr'onR~'l'ranspo~t is 
characterized by th/! tr~nsfer cOefficient " .. ~ "':.' '. .: " ' 

~ ,>,' ,.,t, -," _.;, ,".'" ,". (' , J ~ .... . ~ 

(1) 

where lc =,lnc + lpc' is thecollectorctfrrent alia"Is =dnE + I,s is 
the emitter current (the subscripts nand p refer to electrons and 
holes, respectively), VCB is the collector-base voltage. The cu~~ent 
g~in of a BT in the circuit with a common emitter is equal to" 

, ' 

/3 = o:/(l-a). (2) 

When the transport efficiency 0: ~ 1, the coefficient /3 ,reaches high 
values., The BT has the largest current gain cOmpared with other 
types of transistors. . 

The'operating speed of a BT is determined by the transit time 
TSC of minority carriers from the emitter to the collector, as well as 
by the time of charge accunHllation on outer and inner ca.pacitances 
TRC. The unity current gain cutoff frequency 

IT ~ 1/(2r~), .,(3) 
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Fi~_ 2,_ ScheFatic dra~ing of energy band structure of a bipo
lar transistor (a) and its cross-sectional schematic 
view (b). E - emitter, B - base, C - collector, Cc 
and Cv - energies at the bottom of the conduction and 

, (. 
the top of the valence bands, respectively, CF - Fermi 
level. 

The maximum frequency of oscilla.tion (unity power gain) 

fmax ~ 1'[, afT ]1/2 
2 211"(RBCC)el/ 

(4) 

is determined by the transfer 'coefficient a, the transit time TT (3), 
and-the charging time of capacitances Cc. connected with the col
lector junction, which is charged through the resistance of the base 
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I8.~er along the' colleetor junction. The values hand 'mu depend 
considerably onBT geometric dimensions. ABT is a vertical"device 
as the charge earriers 'ilowfrom ,the emittertdWards :ibeClltlector, 
crossing the horizontal 'nand " -layers of thesemicondudor struc~ 
ture (Fig.2b). The reduce of the thickness of the 'bue 8.adthe ' 
collector layers, leads to,thedecrease-ofthtn;anier transittime'YsC" 
from the emitter to the colleetor'an'd,to the enh:ancementofc/7'; 

Modern technological methods allow 'to obtain vertical strue- ' 
tures with thickness down to a single-atonla.yer. Technological 
progress is obvious there. Diffusion doping and ion implantation 
technology h8.d been worked out in the .ixties. Thatehanged t'he 
alloyed one by 1970 allowing to -develop BTa with the base depth 
of about 10-5 em, which assured the high speed ofa tra.nsisto~at 
the level of 1 GHz. In 1970 liquid-phase epitaxy \V ... cre&t~and 

developed, with the help of which the layers with the inteifa.~ 
,sharpness less tha.n 10-6 cm were obtained. At last, in the eighties 
wiih the help of two powerful but rather co~plex methods, i.e., 
MBE (molecular-beam epitaxy) and MCVD(metal-organic chemi
cal vapour deposition), the layers with interface sharpness less than 
10-7 cm were obtained. At present both these technologies and 
methods to dia.gnose a semiconductor layer cofnposition as well as 

_ doping of such thin layers have been developed. 

On the other hand the reduction of the base thickness leads 
to the increaSe of horizontal base resistaneeamitheehvgetime of 
the collector capacitance RBCe. Therefore, the change of vertical 
thickness of layers calls for finding an optimum variant ( see,POiela, 
1989). , 

How to reduce the thicltMss-of the base a;nd simultaneously 
to reduce the base resistivity is the maineontradictory -problem of 
the enhancement of BT operating speed. There 'are two 'approaches 
used to solve the problem. The first one is to minimize the tra.n
sistor horizontal size. Because of the reduetioilof the horizontal 
base length there decrease the base ftlSistanceas well as the c:Ollee:
tor and other inner transistor eapacitances. The reduction of the 
emitter size is limited too as the power of 8. BT is lowered and outer 
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re~~?~112~s"-~i~ ~zfc1-eai;ed. The'si~e oftheemittet and the collector, 
in"'l~~~~9~U~p'~r~ry 13T"are around 1-3 ",mi Mor~ l'adicafis the 
·se~g~j{a~~~.?~ach -,.t-:> enhartceconductivityof the baSe layer b~ 
hi,gh, irep~rity' .doping.· In the' homoju~ctiorisilicon BT the doping 
of the b~e'> ca.Il ribt b~darg(fbecause of the decrease of th~ transfer 

, 't'l" • 'fI ~, ' .', .. "~ .. '. ". '. ' 

coeflif{ent ~,?~~',~~;, t.~~·incl'ea.Se of the ra~io of the. hole .cu~rent 1p 
to the el~tron current In through the emltter. ThIS ratio IS equal 
to" , "'., '::. " 

(5) 
, .'.' 

Vlhe~"-»A"a.nQ.:ND<are ,th~concentra.tions, of ionized acceptors in 
th~b.e~d dc;:mClndnthe emitter,respectively, v" is the diffusion 
h61~·y.~J~itY';B.ndJ/~ is.,the cotresponding veJocity of the electrons 
irtje~ted ,t~~,u~p,:1;h,e,. ,b<!,rri.er into t.he ,has,e. The ratio decrease re
qtlb~s'.lb.w adpirlgi&fthebase, NA by comp~rison with the emitter, 
an;d;th:e'ilitferellc~ j.Jl doping must be great. This requirement is in 
cortfiid;)w#;h,the.necessJty for low ba,.se resistance, i.e., its high dOJr 
in~p:q'!hat;i~ ,th"e'main,liJJlitation of enhancemellt of the operating,' 
speed o£~tlKvhAlllojunction Si transistors CPozela, lQ89)., ' 

+,. :<:'TO;b\l'erc~~e!thes~contradictions tl1e h~terojunction between 
the'jyiide"'lbandgapemitter',and the narrow-bandgap' base ca,n be 
used (Fig. 3). In; this, c8$ethe ratio of hole Clurent.to electron one 
iSi:t~uce~,:qr.,,~xpJ:::~t'lkBT} tim~s, where 4t' is the supplemental 
~~r,gy!p,~,;~1.~~lt(U~.Qle~, kBjs the .Bolt.zmann constant, T is the ,ab
sQ]lM~~IJ\pe;cttur~ (I\:roeme,r, 1982). At'ranges up to seve~al tenth 
~leF~:v91t a~d~th~r~for~, the decrease of this ratio due to the p- n 
heterojun~tion r~adles'several ord~rs. That allows to decrease RB 

i?y,~ hil?~, qoping of the base .• region. Besides, the electrons injected 
i1jt9:~h'~,~it~etrc:l,Iiit~e'heteroemitter have high initi'al velocity given 
b~ it h'tfter~barilet~ In' heterojunctiontransistors there is a possibil-
• ~:: '1.,(1'" f..;~, "r'l\1-':~' .:i /~ '.; -,'; ~_., ~\ "~" _ . , ' 
Itytc;> for::m a smooth graded, b'andgap structure allowing to create 
t'he bui'it~i~"~eld'~for mirlority cha.rge carriers. ,Finally, the hetero-
, ~ ... -1 ,,~ " ',' (~ f"'::, '_ .' , '. 

jl1n#iorli;ari"beused'to create·' two-dimensional' high-conductance 
c~£$ef ih t&e"b~ at the roil~ctQr; 
'tn"rhll's;;:bn:e 'i:a:nsolve .the problem' to inerease the' oper~ting 
lII.;..\l!., I. '",:'., ',::',:""'t ,";',,,",,_,, ~"", ' ",' ,,' ". -, 

speea of "BTsby uSlnghetei-ostructhres as welt· as IPinirhi~iJig the 
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Fig. 3. Schematic drawing of energy band structure ofthe p~n 
hetero junction ( a) and cross-sectional view of a he
terostructure bipolar transistor (b). AlGa As - wide
bandgap semiconductor, GaAs - narrow-bandgap one. 

size~ of the emitter and other transistor components. 

In homojunction Si HTs with the submicron emitter a "high 
performance has been attained: TD ranges up to ..., 30 -100 ps, and 
IT up to 20 GHz. That appears to be the maximum possible opera
ting speed of Si HTs~ because in the case of'the,emitter submicron 
sizes there occur a number of parasitic effects connected with the 
emit,ter vicinity and the ones ,jecreasing transistor parameters. 

There is a number of techl.ologica.l methods helping to improve 
the high-frequency parameters of Si BTs. First of all, those ar.e the 
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polysiliconcontacts with emitter and base widely used in present
day bipolar silicon technology. That improves both the switching 
speed and the packing density of Si BTs in lCs as well as increases 
the gain. Due to higher values of BT current gain (130 I!:; 104) the 
computer logic gates based on BTs h~ve the higher operating speed 
by cOD;lparison with the gates bas'edon -- FETs, though at higher 
power cons,umption per -gate. 

There are developed and fabricated heterojunction BTs 
(HBTs) based on GaAs with AIGaAsemitter regions. The char
acteristic parameters of the dopingiri the layers of HBT struc
ture are as follows: 5·1017cm-3 in the emitter (n - Alo.2sGalJ.7sAs); 
1019 - 102ocm-3 in the base (n - G'~As); 5·1016cm-3 in the coUec
tor (n - GaAs)j 5·10H1cm-3 ir; the sub collector (n+ - GaAs). A high 
doping level of the base anl. a thick collector ensures a great de
crease in RBCC sijarply incre~ing high-speed performance of the 
HBT. A typical'l)ize of the e:nitterarea for' high-speed HBTs is of 
(1-2 I'm)x(2 - lOjJm)a.nd is obtained by'oonyentionallithography 
techniques. The high operailng'speed in AIGaAsjGaAs HBTs is 
thrice that in Si ~Ts. 

I 

The record values of high-speed parameters for AIGaAsjGaAs 
HBTs range up~o the following values: TD ~ 5 - 15 ps at PD ~. 
1-10 mW, iT ~ 170 GIiz, fmax = 218 GHz (Chen et al., 1990). The 
current gain reaches 50000, transconductance :... 104 mS/mm of the 
emitter length, wh~n its width equals 1.2 I'm (Chang and Asbeck, 
1990). The calculated switching times of HBTs reache 1-3 ps (Hu 
et al., 1989). 

,,AIGaAsjGaAs HBTs are used effectively in digital circuits. 
There is produced a four bit universal up down counter for use in a 
frequency syntheiser. The circuit has, 380 transisto:rs and operates 
at a frequency of 2.86 GHz, which is twice the speed of the fastest 
existing counter. There are fabricated divide-by-four and divide
by-eight prescalers operating at frequencies up to 10 GHz. The 
HBT gate array which can beconfigurated to·give up to 144 equiv
alent logic gates and data converters with the sample rate (6 bit) 
7.5 GSPS are manufactured. All these circuits are fabricated on a 
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"b<}5is of a tra.nsistor with the emitter length of 3.0 ",m. The HBT 
with the emitter of 1 ",m is supposed to have !max = 118 GHz. Dev
ider circuits using such a transistor can operate at clock frequencies 
of 45 GHz. . . 

In recent years, intense efforts . have been made to develop 
high-speed les opera.ting at 10 ·Gbit/s for future optical transmis
sion systems. These lCs have been mainly fabricated using the Si 
bipolar, GaAs MESFET and AIGaAs/GaAs HBT technologies. To 
achieve speeds far in excess of 10 Obit/s, the AIGaAs/GaAs HBT is 
the most promising device among them because it has both the 
high transconductance of bipolar devices and the high electron 
mobility of compound materials. An ultrahigh-speed exclusive
OR/NOR(XOR)IC has been developed for future optical trans
mission systems (Ichino, et al., 1991). The le was fabricated 
by AIGaAs/GaAs HBT technology. It operates up to, at least, 
20 ~bit/s with extremely low rise/fall times of 22/14 ps. 

Lately, besides the AIGaAs/r.aAs heterostructure, there has 
been growing int.erest in the possibility of developing HBT, based 
also on the heterostructures with I nGaAs base and InP, GaAs or 
AIGaAs emitters. The search for other structures is mainly con
nected with the requirements to integrate HBTs with optoelectron 
devices operating at different wavelengths (Pozela, 1989). 

In recent years BTs with polysilicon emitter and SiGe base are' 
developed. The value of IT =75 GHz for these transistors is much 
larger than for Si BTs (Patton et al., 1990). The SiGe BTs are 
compatible with usual Si integrated circuits. 

3. Field-effect transistors. The field-effect transistor (FET) 
is a horizontal unipolar device (Fig. 4). The current ,between source 
and drain is regulated by the voltage on the.third electro.de - gate. 

Qualitatively the operating speed of FETs is determined by 
charge time of the largest capacitance in the transistor (gate capac
itance CG) through the smallest res' ~tivities, which are determined 

.. by the transconductance (gm = aID/EJVG) and the dift'erential con
ductivity of channel (gch = 8ID/aVD). These transistor pa.rameters 
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determine the cut~n- fJ:equency 

fT =gm/2rCG (6) 

and "the intrinsic maximum frequency of oscilla.tions 

( )
1/2 . _IT ,gm 

fmax.-2" - . . . . gch 
(7) 

. . ~ . 

The tr'~nscoilductAnce of aFET haS·am8.xi~umvalue in the re-' 
gion;'of drairi 'curl-ent ~aturation (Shur, 1987; PoZela; 1989): The 
current satutatidn takes' pl~e, when the volt ages 'applied tot~e· 

" ,I . 

gate and the drain are larger than the threshold voltage, at which 
the channeldeptetion depth at the drain side is compared with 
thEh~hannel depth aeh. In these conditions the maximum transcon
ductance is equal to 'the differential conductivity of the fully open 
channel geh(Vd - 0) : ' ;. 

p~ () 
gmax = 2q >.0 ~'. , . 8 

where w·, is the gate widtn, AG is .its length, p is the mobility of 
carriers, and n" is, the surface charge carrier density in. the channel. 
At~o~Qgeneous.dopil"fg n.= Nach, where N is, the number of ion
izedqonors or a.cc;;eptC?rs in :the channel. Equation (8)r~veals the 
ways o~ ~ievi.nghigh-speed op~,r~tion of F.~Ts, i.e., the increa...c;· 
ing/carrier d.ens~t)'" n, as well ~their mobility p in the channel and 
the d,ecreasing gat~ leqgt~ lG. :Following from what has been said 
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'w~ shall consider how the transistor operating speed is increaSed, 
firstly, due to its scaling, and later on, due to the choice of materials 
with high mobility and drift velocity of charge carriers. . 

One can well understand that the decrease of transistor dimen
sions leads to the 'electric field increase, what in tUrn leads to the 
saturation of the carrier drift v~locity (Vd _ v.ot). At the velocity 
saturation we have 

J V,af . 1(9} 
T := 211'AG = 211'Tp' . 

where T; = AGIV,a; is the physical transit"time o(charge"carriers 
through the gate. 

The decrease in the gate le!lgth gives the Increa:se 'in /T. 
Dimensions of horizontal structures are determined by lithog

raphy potentialities. When lithography is carried out by visibl~ 
light having a wavelength 0.4-0.8 Jlm, ·then diffradionalspread of 
the lighted region border restricts a poSsibility of obtaining a fig-' 
ure with lines thinner than 2-3 pm. Widely used ultraviolet ph~ 
tolithography (wave length is less than 0.3 Jlm) allows to obtain 
lines of 1-2 Jlm in length. X-ray and especially electronic lithog
raphy due to small wave length (Ae = Jt(m£e)1/2 ~ 0,01 nrn, when 
£" ~ 103 eV) allows to reduce the diffractional spread down to a few 
hundredths of a micron. 

The usual chemical etching techniques fail when an' exposed 
figure with element dimensions less than a micron is to be'etched. 
However, "dry" plasmochemical and ion etching techniques, which 
differ in their selectivity and anisotropy, yield the etching of regions 
down to 0,1 Jlm with an accuracy up to 0,05 Jlm. 

It·is unlikely that in the immediate future the horizontal di
mensions of transistor circuit elements will be less than 10-1'_ 

10-2 Jlm, therefore, electron lithography and plasma ion etching 
possibilities do not essentially restrict these dimensions. Moreover, 
it is worth noting that electron beam lithography is still an ex
pensive method, and the main thing is that it is of a very low 
productivity what is not allowable for mass production. Therefore, 

. at present the search for high-productivity metho<ls to obtain sub~ 
micron circuit elements is continued. It should be pointed out that 
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ionbeainlithography is one of the newest and evid~ntly promising 
method in microelectronics technology. It combin~s the capabili

,'ties for exposing a resist to a resolution of better than 0,1 pm, its 
etching arid, finaJly, using the ion beam to dope microregions of the 
s~ili~'size (Moreau, 1988; Valiev, 1990). 

'. In recent years along with the above discussed lithography 
techniques to form horizontal submicron structures the self-align
IIl,~~,t t,e~hniques are used. To form submicron structures the ani
sot ropy ,effect of ~tching rate with respect to crystallographic di-
rections is also picked up. ' ' . 

, Based on the methods of self-alignment, selective and anisotro
pic etching silicon MOSFETs with the gate length less than 0.3 pm 
are produced. ' 

Modern technology doe!. not limit the minimum dimensions of 
transistor. The limitation of miniaturization is arised due to physi
cal effects. Main of them arl short-channel effects, the suppression 
of which is the main problem in high-speed FET design. 

There are ~wo short-channel effects. The first one, i.e., the par
asitic short-chanp,el effect is an abrupt increase of a leakage current 
lateral to the ch~nnel. The leakage is caused by the overlap of 
the depletion lafers of the drain and source contacts. The leak': 
age current is proportional to exp(->'G/LD), where LD is the Debye 
screening length; a~d it abruptly increases, when >'G '" LD. To elim
inate the leakage the various potential barriers, e.g., p - n junction 
between the channel and the substrate and between the drain and 
the source, are built in. In general, high potential barriers devel
opment on both sides of the channel is also useful to suppress hot 
electron emission to deep traps on the substrate and in insulated 
gate layer. The effect of hot-electron emission is responsible for the 
degradation of FETs (Quisse et al., 1990). 

The second effect is the deformation of the potential distri
bution under the gate, when the channel length >'G appears to be 
comparable and smaller than the channel depth aeh' This effect 
designated as the edge effect leads to the threshold voltage value 
vth sensitivity for small changes of transistor doping geometric pa-
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'fap1eters and to the inadmissible for IC scattering of values Vih on 
the semiconductor chip. Since the threshold channel cutoff voltage 
shift is proportional to ratio a"h/>'G, then to avoid this effect at the 
transistor scaling this ratio is held constant. Another way of sup
pressing this effect is ach mi"nimization down to the formation of the 
channel with ~wo-dimensional electron gas at the heterojunction. 

The increase of the carrier density n, in channel gives the in- , 
crease of gm and transistor. operating speed (8). The doping level 
and channel thickness display a natural limit - the breakdown of 
the channel. Practically the maximum value n, is given by the 
barrier height lP~h. In the GaAs channel n! achieves O.9·1012cm-2 • 

In silicon MOSFETs with submicron gates the high operating 
speed with time delay under 30 ps at PDTJJ < 40 fJ is achieved (see, 
e.g., Pozela and Juciene, 1985). However, the region PDTD > 100 fJ 
should be considered as the open-up region for silicon FETs. On 
the basis of silicon CMOSFET the static RAMs with the number 
of devices per chip up to 106 , with address access time up to 10 
ns and a power dissipation of 5.10-2 W per chip are developed. 
Practically all the modern computers use silicon ICs with micron 
and submicron gates. 

A further increase in operating speed of computers requires 
devices with higher real-time digital signal processors. This can 
be realized instead of Si using materials with higher mobility an~ 
maximum drift velocity of c::harge carriers. Such materials are GaAs, 
I nP, I nGa:.4.s. . 

The GaAs MESFET with active layers formed by ion implan
tation. is a promising approach for realizing ultrahigh-speed LSI 
(large scale integrated) circuits. The multifunction self-aligned gate 
(MSAG) process technology (Bahl et al., 1990) and self-aligned 
implantation .for n+-layer suppressing As out diffusion technology 
(SAINT) (Enoki et al., 1989) have proved to' be capable of man
ufacturing high-performance, highly reliable and reproductive de
vices .. 

High-speed MESFETs obtained by SAINT process allowed to 
realize 5.9 ps/gate operation ring oscillators, 26.8 GHz operation 
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frequency dividers~ . 
';..';Liln.lts"to ·.the ultimate. frequency performance which can be 

rea.lized~withGaA8 MESFETs have ~n projected (GoHo J.M. and 
Goli(vStR.J., 1991). Thes~ .predictions were based on the reported 
fron\! 1'966: t.O .1.988· ciata performance of 137 devices with micron 
and'submicron gates. The least-squares fit lines to the' reported 
data ,may· begive;n for the,MESFET performance approximately 
by, the~uations: , . . . 

~ t' • " 

fmu .~' 40/ Aa 

Jr~10/).G 

gm, ~ 60/AG 

(GHz), 

(GHz) , 

(mS/mm), 

where AGis,iJlpmand >'a ~ 0.1-10 pm. The gate-source capac
itance':has ~remained at : pproximately 1 pF /mm. The data pro
jected .at Aa'::;,. O,l:pm: fmu ;;;: 300 -1000 GHz, IT .;;;: 80 - 200 GHz 
and·9m.:::;; 300."",,:1000 mS/Mm. The'noise temperature at 12 GHz for 

. the submicron'de.vices is given approximately. by the equation 
" /'~ '\" • 'i I" '.' j • 

Mobility ancf maximum drift velocity are even inore greater 
for Ino.5sGao.47Asl in comparison to GaAs. The saturation velocity' 
evaluated' from the drain current of lnGaAs FETs has the value 
Vut ;;;: i95'.IQ7 crn/s, what is by the factor of 2 higher than that 
in 'GaAs> High value of maximum d;ift velocity is achieved due 
to enlargement of the energy separation between the r - and L 
-. valleys with the inscreasing in percentage· in the I nGaAs alloy. 
Inq~As FETs'with a gate length of 0.25 pm exhibit IT = 126 GHz 
ana4rh~1='2'3~-GHz (Feng 'et al., 1991). 
:;;··'I'h:e:mobility and drift velocity of charge carriers in the FET 

channel' depend on purity of the semiconductor. 
, I The reduction of impurity scattering center, number in the crys

tal yields adistihcHncrease in mobility .. Therefore,. the maximum 
purity of the material is determined by, the maximum mobility. 
However, to increase the transistor conductance the high lever of 
doping inthe active area by impurities is a must. This discrepancy 
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,between necessity of doping and attainment of high mobility can ,be 
removed in heterostructural transistors by selective (or modulated) 
as well as 6 doping. If in a heterostructure, e.g., AIGaAs/GaAs, we 
dope by donors only the wide-bandgap A1GaAs layers, the~ with 
rather small layer thickness most of the electrons transit from them 
into the undoped layers of a more narrow-bandgap GaAs (Fig. 5). 
The electrons .resulting from the impurity centers-appear to be sep
arated from them in a space and as a consequence ofa screening 
effect of the ones the electron mobility in pure GaAs layers is rather 
high. 

+-1.."..- . - - - EFO 
2D electron 90S 

,.. BoAs 

x 

Fig .• 5. Structure of the conduction band for an AIGaAs/GaAs 
heterojunction in a MODFET near the gate. eFO

Fermi level at equilibrium. 

A' narrow channel with high charge carrier mobility is form~d 
by the presence of selective (or modulated) doping of a heterojunc
tion. Since the channel thickness in such a junction is less than the' 
electron de Broglie wavelength, then the electron gas in the channel 
appears to be two-dimensional with discrete levels of energy. The 
channel thickness is of tens of nam .• leters, what is much less than 
its submicron length. 

The FET with modulation doped hetero~tructure (MODFET) 
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is also called HEMT (high electron mobility transistor), TEGFET 
(two-dimensional electron gas transistor), SDHT (selectively doped 
heterojunction transistor). We shall use the MODFET name. 

The unity current gain frequency IT in A1GaAs/GaA.s MOD
FETs with the gates >'G = 0.2 - 0.4 pm reaches 70-80 GHz, and in 
the heterojunction FETs with planar-doped gate iT = 80-120 GHz, 
fmax T ~OO - 230 GHz, when AG = 0.2 - 0.1 pm (Morkoc, 1991). 

Conduction banq potential step in the A1o.3Gao.7 As/GaAs het
erojunction is of 0.24 V. That restricts GaAs electron sheet density 
to (0.8 - 0.9)· 1012 cm-2 • The efficient drift velocity in the GaAs chan
nel is of 1.2.107 cm/so The addition of In into GaAs leads to an in
crease of conduction band potential step. Therefore, electron sheet 
density reaches (1.6 - 1 7).1012 cm-2 in the Ino.lSGao.ssAs channel 
and (2.4 - 2.5).1012 cm-:.i in the InO.2sGaO.7SAs channel. In the lat
ter case the conduction band potential step at the heterojunction 
reaches 0.44 V. 

The record values fmax for the GaAs/InGaAs FET with 0.15 x 
150 pm gate reaches 152 GHz. The device has yielded 1.6 db noise 
figure at 60 GHi. A similar transistor with >'<; = 0.08 pm has fmax 

I 

equal to 270 GHz; 
! 

The MODFETwith A1o.4sIno.52As barrier and Ga0.47If'I·o.53As· 
channel lattice-matched to InP substrate has the highest frequency 
performance. The conduction band potential step is 0.52 V allow
ing electron sheet d~nsity up to 3.1012 cm-2 • The mobility in such a 
channel is found to be high, and the effective drift velocity reaches 
2.4.107 cm/so The device has 0.8 db noise figure at 60 GHz for 
.AG = 0.15 J1.m and gm = 880 mS/mm, iT = 250 GHz, fmax = 450 GHz 
at room temperature (Ho et al., .1991). A low noise level (1.4 db 
at 93 GHz) has been obtained in an analogous MODFET (Chao et 
al., 1990). The latter one has the great value fmax = 405 GHz. At 
present these transistors in spite of the existing,problems concern
ing the leakage and parasitic charge in GalnAs channel have the 
highest frequency response and the lowest nojse figures. 

The latest advances in the fabricating technology of the above 
listed high-speed transistors allow to develop high-speed LSIC 
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Fig. 6. Delay time 'f'D versus power dissipation per gate PD for 
various types of transistors. 

based on them. The low values of PD'f'D make them promIsmg 
for VLSI (very large scale integrated) circuit$ because oftheir high. 
operating speed and low power dissipation. At present static RAMs 
based on GaAs MODFETs with the number of devices above one 

. hundred thousand are produced. Although the switching time of a 
discrete. heterostructure FET is under 10 ps, the average propaga
tion delay time per gate in IC as a result of operation performance 
delay in the logic gate and on the connecting metal tracks occurs 
to be greater by the order of magnitude. A complete signal delay 
in MODFET and MESFET ICs is of 50 - 200 ps/gate when the 

. power being used is below 5 - 200 m W / gate. The processors with 
high operating speed above 5 CHz; with clock rate of more than 
,1 GHz, memory devices up to 64 K with select access time below 
1 ns a.:s well as analog-digital converters (8 bit) with more than 
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Fig. 7. Add/ess access time versus ·power dissipation of the 
statfc RAM compared with Si MOS, Dipolar, GaAs 
MESFET and GaAs MODFET static RAMs. 

I 

109 selectionsfs ~re developed (Bursky, 1988). The maximum high 
speed regions obtained experimentally for discrete transistors are 
shown in Fig. 6 (Poiel~, 1989). Fig. 7 compares the address access 
time and power dissipation of the static RAM (1-16 K) to Si MOS, 
bipolar, Ga1s MESFET and GaAs/AlGaAs MODFET static RAMs 
(Abe et al., 1985). 

4: Hot electron transistors. Several novel semiconductor 
device structures different from FETs and BTs, have been proposed 
in order to increase the operating sPeed of the device. In many of 
them hot electron injection over a barrier or. by tunneling through 
it is used. These devices have not yet received as wide application 
as computer components. However, they open new avenues for a 
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,qualitativ~ incre~e'orcomputer operating speed~ Practically. in 
tH.is Section we shaJ.l c;iiscus~; physical priuci pIes of the operation o( 
new devi,ces exp~rimentally realized inresearchlaborat6rieS;" We 
consider two groups of such de,vices: (1) ballistic and hot electrb~ 
transistors; (2) st~tic i~duction, and" permeable base transistors. 

Ballistic electron tran$istor (~ET), just as an ordinary bipolar 
trans4tor, haS emitter, base and collector ; but in contr~t to a. 
BT, ,;, BET is a mon~poiar transistor. The electr6ns' in' a':-BET~: 
ballistically pass through a' high dppec. b~e over the 'deep 'poteittial 
well. ' .," , .. ~ , ',,:',,' ',-' ,:; ," 

In ballistic transistors the energy ()f an, electron; in the emitter'.! 
is higher than that in th~ base.' ~ a copsequence the, starting' 
velocity of an inJect-ed electron in the base is very high. The velocity,:; 
is determined by the barrier height~EB : "j', , 

" ,(10) , 

In 'the case of AIGaAs/GaAs heterojhnction. emitter I(JEB = 0.3 V . 
and the injected electron velocity will be 9.2.107 cm/s. In homo
geneous GaAs crystal the maximum achieved drift velocity i~. on~y;, 
2.107 cm/so ". 

After the injection the, hot electron ballistically flies thfbugh 
the base. As a result of the scattering the mean' 'free path' of 
the ballistic electron injected with high drift velocity is short: (1-
3) 1O-~ cm. The above mentioned means that thickness of the base 
of ballistic. transistor have to be around 1O,,:,"scm. The base is high 
doped ( .... 1018 cm-S), its resistivity is lower than 500 0 on square 
and the time to charge the~ollector cap;tcity (RsGe) is less than 
1 ps. That opens th,e possibilies to d~sign the ballistic'transistors 
withrD < 1 ps. ' , 

'The ballistic electron transistors are developed with GaAs, , 
InAs, InGaAs and Si base. The parameters of the realized BETs 
with 'planar-doped barriers apd with hot electron turineling through' 
the barrier are as foliow~: rD ~,1 ps a.nd fmax ~ 15 GHz.' , 

The main disadvantage of the ballistic hot'electron transistors 
is a sophisticated,MBE technology Qf their, fa.brication., 
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In the real space electron transfer transistors due to non ho
mogeJ:l~us heating of electron gas by electric field the real space 

. electron .. transfe.r t.~es place. These effects are named the eJec
trogt:adient ones (Dienys and Pozela" 1971). The electrogradient 
effects can be used. to create two types of high-speed transistors: 
(1) th~transistors with negative resistivity in channel (NERFET) 
a~d (2) th~ transistors with charge injection of hot carriers through 
the barrier (CHINT) . 

. TheNERFETis the conventional GaAs FET structure but 
there are made additional AIGaAs and GaAs layers under the chan
nel. The NERFET includes two devices in one: a FET with nega
tiveresistivity (dlie to hot-electron emission over A1GaAs barriers 
into :the· lower layer of GaAs) in the channel and some analog of a . 
vacuum triode with the channel as a heated cathode and anode on 
the other side of A1GaAs barrier. The same structure may be used 
as ,injector of hot electrons in the layer of GaAs under the barrier. 
This structure is named as CHINT. The CHINT is some analog of. 
a hot-electron ballistic transistor. In this device the upper GaAs 
layetand A1Ga"Aa barrier are represented as the emitter and the 
ohmic contact a~ the lower GaAs layer is a collector .. 

The potenti~l application of the real-space transfer devices are 
logic and memory elements of computers (Pozela, 1989; Luryi and 
Pinto, 1991). 

Static induction and permeable base transistors (SIT, PBT) 
in construction are analpgues to vacuum tube triode, in which a 
vacuu~.space is changed by a semiconductor. These transistors are 
als,!.called analog transistors or vertical field-effect transistors. In 
SITs"as opposed to FETs, the space charge carrier depletion region 
extends in the whole space between the electrodes, and the electron 
flow from the cathode. (source) to the anode (drain) is regulated by 
the potential barrier height. in the grid windows- (gate). The vertical 
SIT c<mstru.ctioI\. assures a small submicron value of a transit length 
from a source to 'a drainan,d a small gate-source resistance. The 
SIT structure has a number of advantages for high-speed operation 
over FETs and. BTs. . The evalua.tion· of the upper limit of the 
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~urrent-gain cutoff frequency IT for an "ideal" SIT yields the value 
of 780 GHz. High-speed SITs for analog and switching applications 
are developed. SITs are used as high-speed phototransistors. 

In permeable base transistors (PBT) the gate as a metallic grid 
or thin film with'holes is'imbeded into a semiconductor. In the laf· 
ter case the PBT represents a semiconductor-metal-$emieohdudor 
structure. In contrast to SITs, the semiconductor layers in PBTs 
are doped (N = 1016 - 10.17cm",3) and the current is controlied by 
thickn~ss of the qepletion layer of the' Schottky' barrier' in' the grid 
windows. 

The fabr~cation of stacked grid PBTs can integrate logic gate, 
functions within a single three-dimensional device. Tungsten, tan
tall and molibden are used as a metallic grid in GaAs PBTs. In Si 
PBTs the metal of a grid can be changed by silicid (CoSi2 ) yielding' 
the good Schottky barrier and having the lattice constant distin
guishing itself only by 1.2% from Si. COSi2 grid is produced by 
local implantation of 59CO into Si (Schuppen et an., 1990). Ina11 
the cases the technology of faoricating of PBT is rather compli
cated and retards the wide application of PBTs in les, although 
the advantages of PBTs over FETs and BTs are clearly seen. 

PBTs belong to the fastest known three-terminal semiconduc
tor devices. The calculated values for Si PBTs: h ~ 35 GHz 
and fmax ~ 100 GHz turn out to be higher than for silicon BTs 
and FETs. The GaAs PBT made by using a tungsten grid with. a 
0.32 jJ,m periodicity has achieved fmu values above 200 GHz CBacioz 
et al., 1990). Simulation of PBTs with a grid characteristics sug· 
gests a possibility of obtaining short delay times 7"D = 1;7- 6 ps 
under the ultra low product PD7"D ~ 0.1- 0.4 fJ. 

5. Resonant-tunneling . transistors. Present~day ·technol
ogy has made possible the fabrication of semiconductor structures 
with the sizes comparable to the de Brogliewavelengthforan elec~ 
tron in semiconductor. When the active regionsofthedevices·de
crease down to the value smaller than, roughly speaki'ng; the size 
of a free electron in crystal, one should give up a conception of an 
electron as a classic particle and pay attention to wav'enatureof' 
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electr(m~. New quantuIQ.-mechanical properties of electron gas in 
semicondu~tors manifest themselves in the decrease of electron free-

'doIn degree ,orel~ctrpn gas ,dimension from the three-dimensional 
(~l») state d,o~n toUJ.etwo-dimensional (2D), the one-dimensional 
(iQ) or even the ~er0:-4imensional (OD) state. 'Pecularities of op
~iS~. and electronp;operties of electron gas with a .low dimension 
aS~i&!lmu1tifunctional ,PQ$sibilities to a semiconductor device to use 
}~'~'"a.s'logk circuits (Capasso, et al., 1989). 
,":: \A,tpr~s~nt: a l()t of physical 'properties of electron gas with 
(1~'Y qimen~i~n in semiconductors have been revealed (see, e.g., 
Wo~kbo~k EP2DS-9, 1991). They basically manifest themselves at 
1?~"te~p~r~~!Jr.~s,.~;fl<?~ever"a; number of devices, diodes and tran
sfst<.>rs "opei:~ting Cl-t 300. K, .in which these ptopertles are used to 
"',. j :.'\,J-': .. ;'" t, ' ,l. . 

acliieve a Wghrspeed operation of devices and give them multiple 
~:f'" 'ff'~\,-.l ~1 ....... ". {.. , 

vaI~ecf; possi.bili.ties, are already.developed., A double barrier quan-
i'uItt:~elJ~tr~~tur~ (DBQW) is the basic element in these devices. 
The DBQW,' structure is rf;lalized as a heterostructure, in which 

I . "'.. I ~ •• • 

bet~een two 'layers of wide-bandgap semiconductor (e.g., GaAlAs) 
forming' high potential barriers there is located the semiconductor 
lay~r'~i'th smallE/r bC!-ndgap (e .. g., OaAs)' forming a potential well 
ofa"~tru'cture. ~lectron tunneling through the DBQW structure 
ta'k,es place wheql the electron e~ergy 9utside the structure coincides 
With'th~ one of th~discrete levels in the well and breaks down in 
th~'a.bserice of sdch ~ co,incidence. Therefore, current-voltage char
acteiist'i~~ of the DBQW di.ode ar~of the N-type character, as is 
inth~ ca.'s~i, 'of'conve'ntio~'al tunnelingdiodes. However, tunneling 
th~~J:ghthe';e~ona~t energy levels in the D13QW structure is more 
effi~~ent than throu.g~ an ordinary barrier. The tunneling inertia is 
determined by the valu~ of electron delay time at the excited level 
of a quantum well: 

", (ll) 
'. " 

where t.,= &~T1l.' &n .is t.he,~ransmi5sion resonance energy and TR is 
the transmiS$ion of th~,individual barriers. ', . . ,-, ' , 

'. ,The r value depends exponentially"on the thickness and neight 
of the bar!iers, and Qfthe .well. In GaAsjAIAs structures with the 
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well and barriers thickness of 10-100 nm, the r value is of the order 
of 10-100 me V, what yields TD = 10 - 100 fs. 

Low inertia of the tunneling through the DBQW structures 
makes it possible to build them into transistor structures wha.t 
gives them new functional possibilities preserving the high oper
ating speed. ·At present the diodes based on the DBQW struc
ture belong to the fastest known semiconductor devices. Solner 
et al. (1984) experimentally observed th,e signal detection up to 
2.5 THz and the oscillation frequencies in (xcess of 400 GHz by the 
AIGaAs/GaAs/AIGaAs DBQW diode. . 

Various transistor modifications with the built~in DBQW 
structures or superlattices based on AlInAs/lnGaAswere developed 
(Pozela, 1989). Bipolar transistors with the DBQW structure built 
in the base as wel~ as in the emitter and operating at 300 l< were 
firstly demonstrated in 1986 . 

. The DBQW structure is also used in FETs as a .gate, a. drain 
and a source and even as a channel. The main peculiarity of 
resonant-tunneling BT and FET is integration of element with neg
ative resistance with a conventional transistor. All that makes a 
resonant-tunneling transistor to becoJ;Ile a multi-functional device 
on the basis of which the logic gates with a smaller number of 
transistors are developed. The NOR logic gate using only a single 
resonant transistor, instead of 7 conventional FETs, is built. A 
lot offunctional potentialities make it possible to build a number 
of sequentially situated DBQW structures in the transistor. The 
devices with repetitive breaks-down on the current-voltage charac
teristic can be used as cells with several steady states as frequency 
multipliers. An ll-bit parity generator on five successively switched 
AlInAs/GalnAs DBQW structures is proposed. This diode replaces 
ten EXCLUSIVE-OR gates. 

I 

Recently the structures, in which electron gas dimension is 
even lower, are under close investigation. The ~tructures with one
dimensional electron gas - quantum wires - ,have been realized •. 
Such structures are realized in nanometric mesoscopic ones as well 
as by placing metallic and semiconducting lines on the structure 
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with 2D electron gas. 
What is more, that there are realized zero-dimensional struc

tures with quantum dots by placing dot elements on the semicon
ductor layer with 2D gas. An abrupt suppression of electron scat
tering 'PrO(:eSses is assum~d to occur in h()mogeneous mesa.scopic 
structures, \;Vhat should lead to a mobility increase in uniform quan
tum wires. Quantum wires a.re waveguides for electron waves. A 
quantum eleCtro~ wave interference effect has been observed., This 
effect can be used as ,the basis of a new class of semiconductor . 
devices - quantum deviceS with low-dimensional electron gas. In
vestigation of interaction between the 2D and lD layers is rather 
promi8i~g. A,further decrease in le packing density and device size 
miniaturization will apparently lead in future to the change of IC 
architecture, itself, in Vfhich the coupling between the circuits will 
be of a qu~tum cOupled character and the elements themselves 
will be multifunctional quantum devices with a low dimension . 

. Et 'Conclusions. Table 1 shows the achieved maximum values 
of dpera~i:ng speed' for different types ~f discrete transistors. A 
maximurnvalue!of the threshold frequency for FETs is 450 GHz 
andfo·r~Tsis_~t8GHz. The transistors with fmax > 200 GHz coul~ 
be qsed;,asa switch device with delay switching time less than 1 ps . 

• _ ". , , J ' 

The above ment.ioned means that the transistors developed during 
the last two yeats ·may be used to design of the computer lCs with 
operating. spe~d larger than many milliard operations per second. 

These ,the newest high-speed transistors are made not from 
silicon arid, ther~fore, they are not compatible with the contem
pot8.neous silicon computer base. But transistors based on GaAs, 
GalnAs, JnP have many advantages in comparison with the silicon 
tran's,i~tors,. especially, in ten times faster operating speed. There
fore, these transistors will replace silicon ones in the new computer 
generation. One important advantage of new high-speed transistors 
based on'girect-barid semiconductors is their compatibility with op
toelectronic devices (lasers, photosensors, ftbre lines). That Dp~ns 
the way to design optoelectranic computers where the information 
carri.erislight, and the cOmmunication between the computer com-
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ponents is based on optical fibres" 

Table 1. Maximum experimental values of operating speed pa
rameters for various types of transistors 

Transistor types IT (GHz) Imu: (GHz) 

GaAs MESFETs (~= 0.1- 0.3 pm) 126 115 -120 
AIGaAs/GaAs MODFETs ' 80 - 120 200 - 230 Cl = 0.1':' 0.3 pm) 
M/lnGaAs/GaAs,InP MODFETs 126 232 

(~ = 0;25jJm) , 
AIGaAs/lnGaAs/GaAs MODFETs 150 - 250 270 - 400 

(l = 0.1- 0.3 pm) 
AlInAs/lnGaAs/lnP MODFETs 170 - 250 '405 -450 

(l = 0.1- 0.3 J.'m) 
" 

A1GaAs/GaAs HBTs " 
170 218 

' (l = (1 - 2) x 10 J.'m) 

Resonant tunneling DBQW structures with low-dimensional 
electron gas are already used as modulators and converters for op
tical signals. 

Among the quantum semiconductor devices the negative-con
ductivity DBQW diodes have the highest operating speed. The 
incorporation of DBQW diodes into transistor structures makes 
it possible to raise their operating speed and gives them addi
tional fun.ctional capabilities because of the negative regions in their 
current-voltage characteristics. 

Possibly, this class of devices opens up a whole new era in 
ultrahigh - speed electronics (with operating speed parameters f ~ 
1000 GHz, TD < 0.01 ps). 
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